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Revision History of FlexODBC
Release 4.00.16:

Better performance

Network ability added to base edition of product

Additional SQL function support added

Support for extended DataFlex Filelists

Support for new DataFlex file formats VDF 8 and higher

Support for driver based databases such as Pervasive SQL, SQL Server, etc.

Release 4.00.17:

Minor web link changes.

Updated VBDEMO program.

Release 4.00.18:

Fixed an issue when reading DSN Entries from the Registry only, if they where duplicated in the INI files they were reading correctly.

Fixed an issue with reloading the 4 digit date setting in run mode. FlexODBC was always running in 2 digit date mode. It showed the correct selection in the setup screen.

New VBDemo32.exe. Tried to make copy contents to clipboard work more reliably also SQL now defaults to SELECT * FROM FlexErrs

Release 4.00.19:

Added the ability to use INNER JOIN in normal syntax (non {oj} syntax).

Fixed an issue with SQLStatitics not returning index information to Microsoft Access correctly.

Release 4.00.20:

Fixed a pointer issue with sp_reindex.

Release 4.00.21:

Added a new check box to allow empty fields to be returned as NULLs or spaces. The default is checked which will cause FlexODBC to return empty strings as NULLs but it can be uncheck to make it compatible with the 3.1 driver. 
 
Corrected Activate button on Splash screen when demo expires.

Corrected issues causing 998 errors caused by a conflict with Data Execution Prevention.

Release 4.00.23:

On the setup screen added “Text Field Handling” frame that includes “Convert Fields > 255 to LONGVARCHAR”, used if the development environment wants VARCHARS > 255 to be LONGVARCHARS, and “Limit Length To” so a maximum field size can be entered. Some development systems will not handle fields larger than a certain size. (Access Memo max 255, MSSQL Text Field max 4096, ADO Text Field Max 8191.
 
Fixed issue when selecting less than from a Key Field Order by Accending and the Data contains a NULL value. Not the NULL value will only be accessible with IS NULL.
 
Changes VARCHAR from “not support” to “is supported”.

Release 4.00.24:

Corrected partial field retrieval of long text fields to correctly return SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO when only partial data was requested.

Release 4.00.25:

The TABLE_QUALIFIER (ODBC API 2.0 or earlier) to TABLE_CAT (ODBC API 3.0) issue has been fixed in QODBC but not in FlexODBC (officially yet). This upgrade for FlexODBC v4.00.25 (see zip file attached) has the unofficial fix. Microsoft documentation (pre .NET 2005) had originally indicated that nobody uses columns names as they used ordinal positions.

Release 4.00.26:

Updated licensing library.
Added Activation validation and verification.

Release 4.00.27:

Fixed failure to update Data Source DFPath or one of the other settings on the Setup Screen.
Fixed error about missing df_collate.cfg when setting the DFPATH 
Fixed evaluation mode does not work. Install FlexODBC on a fresh machine that did not have FlexODBC before, but it said the evaluation was expired
Fixed 'Configure FlexODBC Data Source' from the Start menu, it starts the 64-bit ODBC administrator, where it should start the 32bit ODBC administrator. 

Release 4.00.27.2:

FlexODBC version 4.00.27
Installer Changes
Installer will no longer create "Configure FlexODBC 64-bit Data Source" Shortcut link in the start menu.
Default install directory will be automatically set to "Program File (x86)" for 64-Bit Operating system.

Release 4.00.28:

B01256 - Fixed minor changes to hardware required license to be reactivated.
Installer Changes
Installer will no longer create "Configure FlexODBC 64-bit Data Source" Shortcut link in the start menu.

 
Thanks for using FlexODBC!

